
Sit'n Relax

Include:

The complete set from birth, consisting of:
Frame
Attachment: high chair for new borns 
Attachment: toddler highchair
Basket for storage
Wheels

Highlights:

clever high chair combination from birth onwards

 Thanks to the 7-times height adjustment even newborns can participate in family events from day one.

Ideal for feeding, eating or games and of course, to the delight of the whole family.

extremely stable thanks to its wheels

The high chair combination can be folded flat and saving space.

Productimages:
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Sit'n Relax

The ideal high chair for newborns.

The Sit'n Relax is a very practical high chair combination with a baby and a high chair
attachment. The attachments are 7-position adjustable in height.

The snuggly baby attachment can be used from birth. No matter at which table: your little
one will always sit at eye level with you and participate in all family events thanks to the
7-position height-adjustment. You can recline the back rest of the baby attachment until
the lying position is reached by using only one hand. This way, your child will lie
comfortably in its baby attachment. A sweet mobile promotes the motor skills of your
baby. It can be swung aside or removed completely.

Once your baby can sit unaided, use the high chair attachment. The wide and
ergonomically shaped seat is very comfortable. The back rest can be brought into the
lying position by using only one hand and the foot rest can be adjusted individually to the
size of your child.

The 5-point harness and the additionally applied plastic holder provide a secure hold
when your baby is sitting in its little chair and eating with you at the table. You can adjust
the food and play tray in depth for ideal legroom. The useful cup recess gives drinks a
secure hold and its raised rim ensures that nothing will fall off. Nevertheless, the food and
play tray can be removed for cleaning without any problems if necessary.

When your child grows older and when the food tray is no longer needed, it can be hung
to the frame easily.

Toys or other items can be stowed in the large storage basket. If necessary, the Sit'n
Relax can be moved around by its two wheels or folded up to save space.

Thanks to its dual function, you can use the Sit'n Relax for long time. The Sit'n Relax - the
multifunctional starter set from birth onwards.
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Sit'n Relax

Colorvariants
665107 Zoo 665176 Giraffe 665220 Bear Beige 665268 Birdie 665275 Multi Dots Sand

Equipment characteristics

Height adjustable

Large basket

Wheels

Wipeable

Measurements and weights

Measurements folded 30 x 53 x 93 cm

Measurements built-up 84 x 58 x 105 cm

Attachment: High chair for newborns 1,7 kg

Attachment: toddler high chair 3,4 kg

Weight frame 5,4 kg

Weight total single item (without box) 10,55 kg

Characteristics BABY ATTACHMENT

height adjustment high chair for newborns
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Sit'n Relax

Characteristics BABY ATTACHMENT

Adjustable lying area

One hand adjustable back rest

Detachable cover

Adjustable and detachable mobile

3-point harness system 

From 0 months to 9 kg 

Characteristics HIGH CHAIR(ATTACHMENT)

Height-adjustment 

Detachable and depth-adjustable food tray

food tray with cup hole

Adjustable back rest 3 x

One hand adjustable back rest

Adjustable foot rest 2 x

5-point harness system

From 6 months to 15 kg

Recommended age range

From 0 months to 9 kg 

From 6 months to 15 kg

Sending information

Pack size 55 x 33 x 73 cm

Weight total single item (without box) 10,55 kg

Weight total single item (incl. box) 12,8 kg
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Sit'n Relax

Test results and awards:

Product Videos

[DE] hauck - Sit'n Relax
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1IOD8XP9rKs

[EN] hauck - Sit-and-Relax
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iNnJsbDkh3k

Sit'n Relax (Animation)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D92d_tuYaGk

https://www.youtube.com/hauckfunforkids
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Sit'n Relax

Lifestyle Image
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